
Paper bags heart
Instructions No. 2774
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

These chic kraft paper bags with heart cut-outs are ideal for making your loved ones happy at Easter. The colourful bags go
down well with young and old and are very easy to make.

It will be colourful
First take the wooden bunny "Bonnie" and paint the short sides with craft paint. In our example we have chosen the colour "Mint", but you can choose it
according to your taste.

Bonnie decorate
Now stick paper on the eggshell of the bunny "Bonnie". Use a scrapbook
paper of your choice. Place "Bonnie" on the paper and transfer the outline of
the eggshell with a pencil. Since you can't transfer the prongs yet, we'll leave
enough space for them to be added later. Then cut out the transferred egg
from the paper and stick it onto the eggshell. 
The prongs that you could not cut before can now be carefully traced with a
cutter. Finally, you can glue on a small mini bow in the appropriate place.



Design cards, ears and tags
In this step you design the cards. First, glue the double cards with the
scrapbook papers of your choice. To get more variations, you can cut the
cards to different sizes or arrange the paper differently. As in our example,
we also made the tags and ears from the cards and paper. 

You are free to choose the size of the ears. However, you can orientate
yourself on the size and shape of the ears of wooden bunny "Bonnie". After
you have decorated the ears with some additional paper, you can glue both
ear parts together at the bottom of the tips. Now punch holes in the tags and
pairs of ears with a hole punch. Use warp yarn to tie the whole thing to the
bag. To add a finishing touch, you can glue on small mini bows.

Decorate everything beautifully
Finally, fill the bags with wood wool. Furthermore, decorate the display with wooden bunny "Bonnie", the card and other decorative elements. You can also fill a
storage jar with sweets and drape a bouquet of tulips in a bag. Finally, tie two matching taffeta ribbons to each of the bags - and you're done. Great!

Article number Article name Qty
18249 VBS Kraft paper bag "Heart" 1
19638 VBS Scrapbook paper set "Happy Easter" 1
19656 VBS Taffeta ribbon "Pastel poetry" 

(leider ausverkauft)
1

17551 Double cards with envelopes "Vivid colours", 50 pieces 1
619059 VBS Wood wool, approx. 100 g, Nature 1
10310 VBS Tulip "TammiePink 1
17070 VBS Wooden bunny "Bonnie 1
13912 VBS Mini bows "Dots" 1
560085-88 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlMint 1
766081 VBS Storage jars, 6 pieces 1
132824 Hobby scalpel 1
15921 Pritt Glue sticks "Economy pack"22 g 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/newsletter/
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